
"Great Company! They really know the energy
industry in and out. Good customer service as
well. I highly recommend using them as your
energy consultant!" - 

Municipal Airports Find Energy Saving and Reliability Strategies

Energy Independence. More Choice. Less Waste.

Energy Professionals specializes in
energy management and efficiency
strategies to reduce costs and control
energy use. 

www.energyprofessionals.com

Introduction

Airports

Since Atlanta International Airport's 2017 11-hour power outage that cost an estimated $50M in lost
business, airports across America have been discussing solutions to continue airport operations
despite power failures. While during power outages most airports have generators and other forms of
back-up power that kicks-in to power essential emergency lighting and important equipment to
maintain safety and communications, many other aspects come to a complete standstill. 

"After watching what happened in Atlanta and
Los Angeles, I think every airport CEO across
the country, and probably around the world,
wondered if they were ready and prepared,”
said CEO of the Airport Authority that
operates the Pittsburgh airport. “Here the
answer is yes, but we’d like to make sure we
can continue to operate in any circumstance.”

While maybe not as big as international
airports, locally owned municipal airports
of all sizes still face the same problems as
larger airports. Possible power outages
shutting down systems causing flight delays
and cancellations. 

The Solution
As one of North America's most successful energy
consultancies, Energy Professionals partners with
energy solution providers and energy suppliers to
tailor make energy strategies for municipal airports;
not only increasing reliability and reducing costs but
allowing operations to continue even during power
failures.

Having already helped numerous municipal airports
in Ohio, Mississippi, Pennsylvania, Energy
Professionals offers free consulting services to any
Airport that wishes to design custom energy
solutions.



Solutions Designed For
Your Energy Needs
From giving you better control and
saving you money with Natural Gas
and Energy procurement to creating
energy independence with energy
efficiency and renewable energy
solutions, Energy Professionals
designs solutions for your energy
needs and budget. Some of our core
solutions include: 

Demand Response
Backup Generation & Batteries
Energy Intelligence
Solar & Renewable Energy Solutions
Energy Efficiency 
Bill Auditing & Expense Management
HVAC New Life Restoration
Microgrid Design & Implementation

Expected Results
Reduced Energy Costs

Increased Control over Energy Use

Complete Energy Back-Up Systems

About Energy Professionals
Founded in 1999, Energy Professionals is one
of North America's leading energy
consultants working with commercial
customers to reduce and control their energy
budgets. We build client-specific,
comprehensive energy strategies that factor
in our clients' goals and objectives. Utilizing
our extensive network of suppliers, energy
efficiency experts and renewable energy
partners, we bring the most effective,
efficient and innovative technologies to the
table. We offer both focused solutions to a
specific issue and broad plans to address
long-term growth, paving the way for energy
independence, providing more choice and
less waste.
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